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1978 RESEBRCH VESSEL PROGRBMME

. i

Mid and Eastern Atlantic
.

AIMS

e,

1.

Toorecover and relay the m s - 6 upper-bottom
17 45W, deployed during CIROIANA 11/77.

2,

To recover the three upper bottom c/m moorings deployed in the Gibbs
Fracture Zone duxCIROLANA 11/77.

3,'

To lay an east-west network of upper bottom

ing at 5 2 O 3 0 ~

orings north east

of the Azores between the mid-Atlantic Ridge and the NEADS-4 si

41°N 25%.
I

MI[

11 neutrally buoyant !t

at the above

5.

PO make XBT observations every 15-20 miles on passage with empha
the mid=Atlantic Ridge crestline and the continental slope 'of th
eas-tern North Atlantic.

6.

To conduct standard hydro sections and take oxygen and silicate samples
in selected areas of the eastern Atlantic.
\

7.

To test't@e

0.

-To

rgence scintillation counter.

Jonsis 1 and 2, !l?yne and Teee.
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CIROLANg sailed at 1800 h 22 June and proceeded to recover and relaythe Spurn mooring that evening before continuing to service the Jonsis 1
and
and 2, Tyne and Tees moorings. All were relaid by 1820 h 23
CIROLANA then docke
outh at 1030 h 2 4 . J ~to land the recovered
gem and to repair
t fault in the Sat Nav Eys
25 June with these repairs completed, CIROLANA proceede
NEADS-6 mooring at 52°301M 17O451W and this mooring was recovered and relaid
without difficulty by 1347 h, 29 June. CIROLANA then continued to the ’
mooring site in the Gibbs Rcacture Zone making continuous bathymetric
measurements and hourly XBT dips (T-4 and T-7 probes) on passage until
arrival on site a.m. 1 July. Heavy swell and fog with visibility less than
-Q cable6 prevented any immediate attempt at recovery of the’mborings, but
following a test of the TSD system a,m, 2 July the fog and swell moderated
sufficiently to permit the recovery of all three moorings by 1921.h. Thereafter, with unsatisfactory performance from the TSD syste
swell preventing meaningful use of Xansen casts and with
adequate moderation of these conditions for at least 48 how8, plans for
hydrographic sampling in the deepest layers of the trench were abandoned.
Instead, after conducting a detailed bathymetric survey of the mooring site
until 2125 h 2 July, CIROLBNA steamed south towards her main w o r m &rea
north east of the Azores, making PDR and XBT measurements on passage as
before

.

Between 0900 h 5 July and 1023 h 7 July a ries of seven upper-bottom
moorings were laid with variable spacing along 41°N between longitudes
27’181W and 23O18fW. Deep wire-tests of the acoustic release system were
coincide with a
made prior t o each launch and each deployment was timed
Sat Nav update. Current meters were set at 50 and 1050 tres above the
in each case.
Following d
tests of neutrally buoyant
ransponders from 1550 h to 2155 h 7 July, CDOLANA
bottom topogmphy around 4
nt-meter section. There,
ponders were deployed on 0 July in the form of
ted by repeated Sat Nav f
depths of 1500 m and 2500 m were then launched and
ed continuously until 0900 h 11 July when their drift and
depth had been adequately determined. Tracking was then.suspended t o carry
out ib: ba+hymetr$c Burvey around the mooring at 41°N 26O26lW where the depth
encountered had varied considerably from the charted depth.
were then relocated before leaving the area to work an XBT
towards the Azores. CIROLANA then continued to Ponta Delgada, docking on
the evening of .12 July.
<

,

Leaving port a.m. 14 July CIROLANA resumed XBT and batbymetric-covemge
duir&r@rkler rgturn to the float tracking area and the two floats were
relocated during the night of 14/15 July. At 0840 h 15 July an attempt to
recover float 10 failed; the return signal from the float clearly showed
that the latching relay in the firing circuit had operated on command but
the float failed to release its ballast A subsequent attempt to release
beacon 3 around 1000 h produced the same response, once again showing clearly
command had been received-bu%failing to release its anchor,
that the
despite the presence (in this case) of a d m l pyro circuit. The remaining
two beacons and Float 6 were then interrogated p.m. 15 July and all were
recovered without difficulty by 1823 h with all pyros firing correctly.
2
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M e r lab and deep wire tests of the remaining floats during the eveof 15 July and 16 July were successful, and floats 8 , 4 and 6 (2nd deployment)
. were then launched at nominal depths of 2900 m, 1715 m and 3870 m and were
tracked by Satmv until the evening of 18 July. During this period a range
of other work was carried out in the intervals between fixes including
Nansen casts, boomerang c a e r and deep scintillation
loat 10 and Beacon 3
er with repeated approach
at their o r i g
,

J I ,

.
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18 July floats 4 and 8 were successfully recovered
h, and a further position fix on float 10 was
oat 10 and beacon 3 were then finally abandoned and
it daylight for the recovery of Float 6 . Recovery
was attempted at 0700 h 19 July, but despite almost continuous interrogation
from 0700 h until 1200 h at a variety of'horizontalranges from 0-4 km the
at once again failed to release i t s ballast and had to be abandoned.
1

.;ClROIANA then steamed honewards following the crestline of the Azores.Biscay rise with continuous bathymetric measurement and hourly XBT observations as before; 3 further core sanqles were taken with the b o o m e d c o m r
at selected points along this track. On 22 July an XBT grid was worked in
the Bay of Biscay in the vicinity of the I W S - 7 mooring where earlier French
observations with satellite buoys had indicated the presence of hi& mesoscale
eddy activity. ,No such features were observed, and the survey was ended at
2000 h, 22 July, CIROWTA then proceeded directly to Grimsby, docking 0815 h,
25 July.
'
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REsUItTS

1.
The NEADS-6 upper-bottom mooring was successfully recovered and relaid.
Initial processing shows that both lceters obtained full
month records,
and that these records are both highly coherent and highly energetic (as
suspected when the site was selected).
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The three moorings frcm the southern trench of the Gibbs Fracture Zone
2.
were also successfully recovered. Five of the six meters had full records
while the remaining record was 25% coloplete. Initial processing shows a
predominantly westward flow at all levels examined thus far, but that 'the
westward flow weakens o r turns eastward during winter when the supply of
Iceland-Scotland-Overflow-Water is at a minim. (Travel time between the
Shorter-term
source
this water and the G7Z is appoximately 6 months).
variations in the flow, possibly due t o mesoscale ed
evidently superimposed on the emera1 seasonal flow
oft

3. Seven upper-bottom no
were laid across th
in:cqorating the NEDS-4 mooring at
mid-Atlantic Ridge at 41°N.
41°N 25W, they form a 180 n,mi long east-vest section of 8 moorings with
.mooring separations varying between 15 and 39 n.mi. The sectdon is located
to intercept the expected mcridional flcv in the deepest layers'east'ofthe
Ridge but site selection was also influenced by the general absence of linear
topographic features (which parallel the ridge crest to the north and south)
as well as by the fact that the section 5 0 central to a local maximum in
exercise was generally successful prov
information on the speed and direction of drift at each of -the
covered by the floats (€340, 1017 1875 , 2040 and 3000 m) ,
2 to 9 days. The upper two floats showed a relatively fa
C

r

1

3

of ca 2 zan/day near the core of the Mediter~anean~water,
the low& two
floats indioated a sluggish southeastward flow while the intervening float
showed a net northeastward drift. As a class, these MIt I1 fldats showed a

- -, -

marked and consistent tendency to undershoot the depth for which they were
set by some 6OO-gOO m, though determination of the ratio of
rocessing-ofthe hydrographic
float density awaits fin
e ballast/anchor release-systems on 'two floats
the 'site. The failure.o
despite previous lab, shkpboard and'hydrowire
and one bott
case a previous deployment
tests (inclu
some_.teeth,ing troubles renain in the reliabili
t tracking equipment performed well,
shorted-out a.fter only a few days intermittent operation; a
temporary -&pair was effected by earthing the-motorthrough the short.
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ilure of one 10s acoustic release (c/m mooring type) during
deep hydrowire tests, incorrect wiring was found in the releasing channel of
3 of the 4 new releases, and is probably also present in the 4th release
The fault was corrected on all three,.and
dy deployed at W S - 6 ) .
lease in question tested well after repair (at least two others fired
ras made, suggesting that this fault may not
orrectly before this re
necessarily affect perfo
The TSD system tests provided good quality noise-free re
. tively
unchanging conditions below
m depth, but the records in a
2000

from 0 to 1500 m were unacceptably noisy despite slow lowering rates
s&gesting that a major fault remains in the present system. For this reason
Nansen casts had to be employed in all areas requiring hydrographic sampling.

7.

Good cores were obtained from 4 sites u s i n g the boomerang corer
yssal Plain)
zores working area, Azores-Biscay 'Rise (2) and Bisc
or Hamilton Dock.

.

8.

Trials of
deep submergence scintilla n counter showed that the
oustic transmission of the variable count-rate was a good one.
severe cold-fault which affects

9.

XBT observations

made at hourly intervals

4 probes (to 450 m) were u$ed in the eastern

and T-7 probes (CO 750 m) were used close to the
probes alone were used in the-area of high eddy
Azores, The results, plotted on board, show clear
evidence of doming of isotherm over the northern part of the ridge crest
(North of 47ON and west of 20qJ approx). On the other hand no clear evidence
of mesoscale features was obtained on any part of the track. In the vicinity
of the NEADS-7 mooring in Biscay the pre-existing features were either absent
or are barotropic rather thanb2JrOCliniCin nature.
was monitoTed continuously during the cruise wi
the Sat Kav at 15 minute intervals. Detailed
. Gibbs Fracture Zone and at one point c
h the
ctual and charted depths were in'marked
t, rising to within 5UO m of the sdface
surrounding seabed of 2400 m depth was encountered north east of the island
els, Azores centred on 3 8 O 33.5lN 260 O7.2fW.
e mooringq.at Spurn, Jonsis I a n d 2 and Tyne were found on station in
The Tees mooring was laid.

'good condition ahd were relaid.

R R Dickson
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